The electronic excitations of bilayer graphene (BLG) under a magnetic field are investigated with the use of the Peierls tight-binding model in conjunction with random-phase approximation (RPA). The interlayer atomic interactions, interlayer Coulomb interactions, and magnetic field effects are simultaneously included in the dielectric-function matrix.
hardly any low-frequency plasmons exist in AB-BLG due to the insufficient number of free carriers. However, a strong acoustic plasmon is predicted for AA-BLG [25] .
The plasmon behavior in BLG may be further tuned by external fields. A perpendicular electric field can produce a band gap in AB- [12, 26, 27, 28] and increase the number of free carriers in AA-BLGs [29] . Consequently, the E-field brings about well-defined optical plasmons in AB- [26] and enhances the acoustic plasmon in AA-BLGs [29] . On the other hand, a magnetic field can quantize the electron energies and induce two groups of Landau levels (LLs) in BLGs [24, 30] as a result of the interlayer atomic interactions. A number of studies investigate magnetoplasmons in monolayer graphene [31, 32, 33, 34] .
The plasmon dispersions reflect the strong competition between the Lorentz force and the Coulomb interaction [31, 33] . To our knowledge, a comprehensive study on the behavior of magnetoplasmons under the stacking effects and interlayer Coulomb interactions has not yet been carried out to date.
This study is devoted to the calculation of magneto-Coulomb excitation properties of AB-and AA-BLGs. With the Peierls tight-binding model, the complete π-band LL structure and wavefunctions are obtained. The dielectric function calculated within the random-phase approximation (RPA) is cast into matrix form to include both, the interlayer atomic interactions and interlayer Coulomb interactions. Single-and many-particle excitation spectra are presented. Two kinds of bare polarization functions exist, namely an intralayer and an interlayer function. Whether these functions are in phase or not depends on their frequency and the graphene stacking type. The energy-loss function is employed to investigate the collective excitations. Our calculations have shown that AB-BLG exhibits many discrete inter-LL plasmons that reflects the zero-dimensional features of energy bands.
On the other hand, AA-BLG possesses a unique 2D-like plasmon, which arises from the highly symmetric stacking order responsible for the dense LLs around the Fermi level. The significant difference in plasmon behaviors between AB-and AA-BLGs demonstrates the important role played by the interlayer atomic interactions. The presented results may be further validated by inelastic light-scattering [35] , which has been successfully applied to the two-dimensional electron gas system in magnetic fields [36, 37] . atoms is characterized by α 6 =-0.0366 eV.
II. METHODS

AB
The geometric structure of AA-stacked bilayer graphene is that all the carbon atoms on the two sheets are stacked directly with an interlayer distance of c=3.35Å. The C-C interactions are α 0 =2.569 eV, α 1 =0.361 eV, and α 3 =-0.032 eV [39] , which respectively represent the atomic hopping integral between the nearest-neighbor atoms on the same layer, the atoms A or B from the nearest-neighbor layers, and the atoms A and B from two nearest-neighbor layers. The first Brillouin zone of BLG with symmetric points Γ(0,0), M(2π/(3b),0) and K(2π/(3b),2π/(3 √ 3b)) is the same as that of a graphene sheet. The vector potential, which is chosen as A = (Bx)ŷ, leads to a new periodicity along the armchair direction [30] . The unit cell is thus enlarged and its dimension is determined by For B=40 T, the Hamiltonian matrix is a 8000 × 8000 matrix. When the field strength descends to B=5 T, the size of matrix becomes 64000 × 64000. To solve such a huge matrix, the base functions are rearranged to let the nonzero matrix elements locate around the diagonal line to form a band-like matrix [30] . Therefore, all eigenvalues in the energy range (±5 eV) related to π-electron can be evaluated efficiently. The distribution of wave function in real space can be clearly demonstrated, so the quantum number of each LL is well defined by the node number of its wave function. Also, the degeneracy of LL is calculated.
When the system is perturbed by a time-dependent electrostatic potential, the electron-electron interactions would induce a charge density fluctuation which acts to screen the external perturbation. This dielectric screening determines the normal modes of the charge density oscillations. In bilayer graphene, charges in the two layers would participate in the screening. Within the random-phase approximation (RPA), the 2 × 2 dielectric-function matrix can be written as: [40] 
with 0 =2.4 being the background dielectric constant. The bare Coulomb potentials for interlayer and intralayer are V ll (q) = v q e −q|l−l |c , where v q = 2πe 2 /q. In the presence of a magnetic filed, the system becomes fully quantized. The interlayer and intralayer response function may be expressed as: The energy-loss function, or the inelastic scattering probability, is evaluated from Born approximation and Fermi's golden rule. The details of the evaluation can be found in Ref. [40] . The final form is written as:
where the effective Coulomb potential is defined as
The denominator is the average of bare Coulomb potentials on all layers. The screened response function is used to understand the collective excitations of the low-energy π electrons.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig For AA-BLG ( Fig. 1(b) ), two pairs of linear bands exist at low energy. In the presence of a magnetic field, the two pairs evolve into two groups of LLs, both of which obey the energy relation E n ∝ √ nB but with different proportionality constants (n is the quantum number Each symmetric peak (pair of asymmetric peaks) in the imaginary (real) part represents a principal inter-LL transition channel that obeys the momentum and energy conservation laws. Their intensity is determined by the wavefunction overlap between the initial and final states. In this figure, the most prominent peaks are marked by the pair (n v ,n c ) which denotes the quantum numbers of the initial and final states, respectively. The peak distributions show a strong dependence on the momentum transfer and the graphene stacking order. In AB-BLG (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)), the first-group LL transitions dominate the low-frequency spectrum. Peaks with small transition orders (as determined by n = |n v − n c |) are especially strong at small q. Some twin-peak structures are observed, whose existence is the result of three different factors. The first is the asymmetric LL spectrum about the Fermi level. This leads to two equally high peaks, e.g., (2,3) and (3,2). The second is that two transition channels happen to have similar energies, which induces two adjacent peaks with distinct intensities and dependence on the momentum, e.g. peaks (2, 2) and (1,4) in Fig. 2(b) . The third factor is that one peak is associated with n c = 0 LL and the other with n v = 1, e.g., (1,2) and (0,2). These two peaks have similar energies but different intensities. The single-particle excitation (SPE) channels with a larger transition order need a larger momentum to be triggered; for instance, peak (1,4) is absent at q = 10 but occurs at q = 30. On the contrary, those with a smaller transition order are suppressed at larger q (e.g. (2,2) and (3, 3) ). This reflects the features of the Hermite polynomial functions. At frequencies higher than 2α 1 , the second-group LL transitions are observed, e.g., peak (0,0). Transitions between the first and the second LL groups are weak since the two groups of LLs are dominated by different sublattices and the wavefunction overlap between them are quite small.
In AA-BLG (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)), the low-frequency peaks (ω < 2α 1 ∼ 0.72 eV) are dominated by the intraband (n v → n v and n c → n c ) and intragroup LL transitions. At q = 10 ( Fig. 2(c) ), there is a wide flat region (no peaks) between 0.1 < ω < 0.5 eV.
This manifests the small transition probability for larger transition orders of intragroup LL transitions. This frequency region is later shown to contain a strong plasmon peak involving There is some difference between the intralayer (P
11 ) and interlayer (P
12 ) polarization functions. A comparison between them is presented in Fig. 3 . For AB-BLG, imaginary parts Im[P
11 ] and Im[P
12 ] exhibit different peak heights at lower frequencies ( Fig. 3(a) ).
When ω is increased, the intensity difference is reduced, while Im[P
12 ] begin to have opposite signs from each other, i.e., they become out-of-phase. The different intensity at lower frequency is caused by the unequal contributions of A and B atoms to the two layers, and the different sign at higher frequency is a direct consequence of interband transitions when charge distributions are equal (or almost equal) on the two layers. The absence of peak (0,1) in Im[P
12 ] is attributed to the fact that the wavefunction of n = 0 LL is confined to only one graphene layer. For AA-BLG, Im[P
12 ]
have almost the same weights in the whole frequency region, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The two polarization functions are in phase at ω < 0.3 eV where the intraband LL transitions dominate the excitation spectrum. At ω > 0.3 eV, the intergroup and interband transitions are responsible for the out-of-phase behavior. A comparison between real parts Re[P
11 ]
and Re[P
12 ] is presented in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for AB-and AA-BLGs, respectively. In both stacking types, Re[P
11 ] and Re[P Fig. 5(a) ). Each has a minimum excitation energy approaching its dominant SPE energy in both the short and long wavelength limits where the polarization shift may be neglected. The peculiar plasmon dispersion arises from the strong competition between the Lorentz force and Coulomb interaction [33] . The slope of each mode is decided by the dominant Landau state wavefunctions. Therefore, two SPE channels with close energies and similar state wavefunctions may co-contribute to one branch -(1,2) and (0,2) indicated in the figure for example. Such a composite plasmon mode begins and ends at different SPE energies and thus has a longer lifetime than that of other single modes. If two SPE channels have a similar energy but distinct state wavefunctions, they may cause an oscillatory plasmon dispersion, e.g., the branches marked by (2,2) and (1,4). These peculiar features are hard to see in monolayer graphene for low frequencies due to the smaller number of LLs and the symmetric e-h bands [33] .
The plasmon dispersion in AA-BLG differs substantially from that in AB-BLG. The intraband LL transitions (n c → n c and n v → n v ) cause a unique plasmon branch at low frequency ( Fig. 5(b) ), which is a mixture of the cyclotron mode and the usual 2D
plasmon with a √ q dispersion relation. The existence of a gap at q = 0 is mainly an effect of the magnetic field. The 2D-like dispersion requires a sufficient density of LLs around the Fermi level. In AA-BLG, this density is naturally induced by the interlayer atomic interactions. When q > 20 (frequency higher than the strongest coupling term α 1 ∼ 0.361 eV), the interband (n v → n c and n c → n v ) and intergroup LL transitions gradually replace the intraband transitions and dominate the excitation spectrum. Then, discrete branches representing the inter-LL plasmons occur. The transformation from a 2D-like plasmon to inter-LL plasmons with the change of the momentum transfer is attributed to the unusual LL distribution caused by the highly symmetric stacking order.
The plasmon dispersion versus the strength of the magnetic field is plotted in Fig.   6 . In AB-BLG ( Fig. 6(a) ), the intensity and frequency of inter-LL plasmons increase monotonically with the field strength, which corresponds to the enhanced degeneracy and the expanded spacings of LLs. There is a critical value of B above which the band-gap transition occurs. The energy gap is further widened when B is increased, which is reflected in a rise of the peak frequency. It is noted that some plasmon modes break their continuity at certain field strengths. At those points, twin-peak structures are observed in the energyloss function. This mainly comes from the asymmetry of electron and hole bands. The asymmetry is weakened at stronger fields, and consequently the discontinuities disappear above B = 30 T. In the case of AA-BLG (Fig. 6(b) ), the 2D-like plasmon, which makes the most contributions to the spectrum at low frequency, starts around ω = 0. distributions on all layers. The latter directly decides the weights of intralayer and interlayer polarization functions, as shown in Fig. 3 . In the effective-mass model calculations, some interlayer hopping terms are dropped to simplify the energy-band hybridizations at low energies. Therefore, the intralayer and interlayer polarization functions obey the simple relation P
(1)
12 or P
12 in the whole energy region [42, 43] , where 1 or 2 is the layer index. In other words, the charge oscillations are either totally in phase or out of phase. However, in Fig. 3 , we point out that the weights of P
11 and P Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that the out-of-phase charge oscillations at higher frequency may cause Re[P
11 ] and Re[P
12 ] to have a relative shift in the vertical direction and make them have different zero points. That suggests the importance of the screening effects from the higher-energy state transitions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We investigate the Coulomb-excitation properties of BLGs under magnetic fields by us- 
